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the input data in order to measure the accuracy of the
method. Train and test data were constructed by using
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zation depending on different representations of a per‐
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1. Introduction
The problem of categorizing persons considered

in this article concerns �inding additional information
about individuals detected in text written in the Po‑
lish language. Apart from the basic knowledge that a
given entity in text is a person further classi�ication
predominantly lets us obtain the name of the profes‑
sionwhich is pursuedbya givenperson. It results from
the fact that most often in text people are mentioned
or described in terms of their work and less oftenwith
respect to their beliefs, age or interests.

The categorization of persons enables the creation
of a taxonomy of people sharing the same profession.
This can be applied in different domains. In informa‑
tion retrieval task persons following the same profes‑
sion can be suggested (e.g. in Web search engines).
Furthermore a taxonomy of individuals may be em‑
ployed in a question answering system.

In comparison to the recognition of general enti‑
ties (persons, places, organisations, etc.) the catego‑
rization of people is a narrower area of study and at
the same time more dif�icult due to higher number
of possible categories and fewer semantic differences
appearing between them. Mistakes made by a compu‑
ter classi�ier or even by a human will more often be
an assignment of an unsuitable profession for an in‑
dividual rather than the recognition of a person as a
place or organisation or other named entity. Words
occurring on the left and right side of the given en‑
tity very often indicate her general category (person,
place or organisation). However after detecting a per‑
son in text these words may be not suf�icient to de�ine
her/his occupation.

Most of the analyzed methods applied to cate‑
gorizing persons used supervised machine learning
([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]). The authors of mentioned pa‑
pers focused on feature selection and data set gene‑
ration. Other considered methods employed an algo‑
rithm which measured similarity between an entity’s
representation and possible categories ([6], [7]). Sub‑
sequently the considered entitywas categorized to the
most similar category in a taxonomy.

The objective of this work was to design and im‑
plement an application which would categorize per‑
sons previously recognized in texts written in Polish
language. The program takes as input a text contai‑
ning tags which indicate occurrences of persons. Re‑
sult of the application is assigning each occurring per‑
son to one of the possible categories. The number of
used categories was restricted to ten. These catego‑
ries were: ”clergymen”, ”painters”, ”musicians”, ”jour‑
nalists”, ”sportsmen”, ”politicians”, ”lawyers”, ”actors”,
”doctors” and ”poets”.

In the next sectionwe describe ourmethod. Subse‑
quently we show the results (section 3), discuss them
(section 4) and draw conclusions (section 5).

2. The Categorization Method
Subsection 2.1 describes a procedure used to de‑

termine possible categories of persons. The developed
categorization method uses supervised machine lear‑
ning. The next subsections present the realization of
the fundamental stages that must be followed accor‑
ding to this approach.

2.1. Set of Possible Categories
In order to determine themain possible categories

of persons an algorithm has been developed which ta‑
kes as input lists of persons from YAGO knowledge
base ([8]) anda corpus andautomatically detectsmost
often appearing classes of persons. The devised algo‑
rithm consists of the following steps:
1) Download lists of persons from YAGO knowledge

base which has more than k persons (k = 10 000).
2) Search the set of documents in order to �ind the

number of occurrences of persons belonging to
each list.

3) Select categories inwhich the number of occurren‑
ces of persons is bigger than l (l = 200). Subse‑
quently delete categories which are not leafs in the
created hierarchy and do not concern certain pro‑
fession.
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YAGO knowledge basemakes available a very large
hierarchy of persons consisting of categories down‑
loaded from taxonomy of WordNet and category sy‑
stem of English Wikipedia. To cut it down in the �irst
step of the algorithm the taxonomy was restricted to
categories which has more than 10,000 persons. Con‑
sequently 105 categories were obtained. The second
step of the algorithm was conducted on a subcorpus
of National Corpus of Polish1 which has approxima‑
tely 1 million of words. In the third step the minimum
number of occurrences of persons was set to 200. Af‑
ter deleting categories which are not leafs in the cre‑
ated hierarchy and do not concern a certain profes‑
sion 10 categories were left. Six categories from YAGO
are consistent with the �inal set of categories. Cate‑
gory ”football player” was replaced with more general
”sportsman”. Classes ”minister”, ”president” and ”ar‑
tist” were deleted. The �irst two were removed be‑
cause they were very similar to ”politician” category
and the third one was too general. Newly added clas‑
ses were: ”doctor”, ”musician” and ”painter”.

2.2. Input Data set
A set of documents was constructed from texts pu‑

blished on popular Polish news portals. Ten thousand
documents were gathered. The method of creating a
data set used in categorization is shown in Figure 1.
The depicted process consists of:
• acquiring lists of persons grouped according to their
profession ‑ it is based on gathering list of persons
for each possible category; in our method lists were
downloaded from the YAGOknowledge base and Po‑
lish Wikipedia;

• recognizing persons in text ‑ it is based on applying a
programwhose task is to process a set of documents
and tag placeswhere persons occur in text; this kind
of application was made available by Findwise com‑
pany2;

• adding to persons tags denoting their category ‑ it
is based on comparing entities tagged as persons in
texts with individuals appearing in lists of persons
grouped by categories. As a result the data set used
in categorization is created with marked places of
occurring politicians, actors, etc.
Figure 1 also shows the processing of an example

sentence in the developed method. The sentence in
our set of documents may be: ”A Postgame interview
was conducted with the captain of Polish team Jakub
Błaszczykowski” (number 1 on the illustration). After
recognizing the persons in this sentence the place of a
person’s occurrence is marked using the appropriate
tags (number 2 on the illustration). In the stage of ad‑
ding tags denoting a profession Jakub Błaszczykowski
gets the category ”sportsman” because he was found
on the list with sportsmen (number 3 on the illustra‑
tion). Thereby he can be included in the data set for
categorization.

2.3. Input Data Representation
Considering the number of contexts which can be

included in a person’s representation it can be na‑

med a single‑context or multi‑context representation.
A single‑context representation consists of a single
context‑sentence in which a given person appeared.
Multi‑context representation of a given person com‑
prises several contexts (sentences) in which the indi‑
vidual appeared. The connection of several contexts of
a given person can be restricted to a single document
or the whole set of documents. In the �irst case such a
representation was named a document multi‑context
representation while in the second case the name is
a corpus multi‑context representation. Three repre‑
sentations of a person mentioned above are shown in
�ig. 2.

The possibility of categorization according to an
accepted person’s representation requires an ade‑
quate procedure of splitting persons’ occurrences
from data set used in classi�ication. For a single‑
context representation single sentences are processed
independently. Obtaining all of the contexts in which a
given person appeared (whether in any document or
the whole corpus) involves the creation of lists whose
entries are groups of occurrences. Subsequently trai‑
ning and test set are constructed from these groups.

Feature extraction and classi�ication depend on a
selected person’s representation. For a single‑context
representation feature extraction and classi�ication is
realized for each person’s occurrence separately. On
the other hand for a multi‑context representation the
construction of a feature vector and categorization
task is performed simultaneously for all occurrences
of a given person.

Polish language is an in�lected language. There‑
fore the main part of the preprocessing of text was
obtaining base forms of words which were retrieved
usingWCRFT ‑morpho‑syntactic tagger for Polish lan‑
guage [9]. At the end of processing stop words were
removed. List of stop words for Polish language was
acquired fromWikipedia3.

2.4. Implemented Features

Features from the literature. The approach presen‑
ted in [5] was implemented in order to compare it
with our solution. In the paper the categorization task
was carried out for English texts. The used features
were context, cluster‑based, entity‑related and class‑
speci�ic ones. The similarity between these features
and ours will be de�ined in the next sections of the
article. Measures connectedwithmicro‑averaging and
macro‑averaging achieved for our input data setwhich
contained Polish news texts were much smaller. The
results obtained for different input data sets presen‑
ted in [5] are shown in tab. 1.

Tab. 1. Results of method [5] obtained for different
input data sets

Input data set Micro‑F1 Macro‑F1
English texts 79.60 76.50
Polish texts 48.05 48.52
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Fig. 1. The method of creating a data set used in the categorization procedure

Fig. 2. Representations of a person that are considered during tests

In the following subsections features used in our
categorization method will be described.

Context features. Context features use words sur‑
rounding person’s occurrence from left and right side
together with their parts of speech. Our features are
created only from content words which in Polish lan‑
guage are verbs, nouns, adjectives, numerals, adverbs
and pronouns. Context features from [5] solution did
not �ilter words in terms of their part of speech.

Features of words co‐occurring with a category. Next
features are features of words co‑occurring with a ca‑
tegory. To determine them a training set was used to
create sets of words which appear only with persons’
occurrences from one category. For the surroundings
of a given person’s occurrence the number of words
that belong to each word set is counted. A feature ta‑
kes the value 1 for a category whose word set contai‑
ned the highest number of surroundingwords. Similar
features were class‑speci�ic features from [5] but they
also included in word sets words that appeared often
enoughwith persons fromone categorymore than the
others (threshold 0.8).

Synonym features. The third type of features are syn‑
onym features. Words creating context features in dif‑
ferent occurrences of persons may be more or less
semantically similar. For two synonyms it is not visi‑
ble while comparing text strings. Therefore identi�iers
of sets of synonyms were collected for context words

usingPolishWordnet([10]). These features are similar
to cluster‑based features from [5] which in contrast to
our implementation used groups of synonyms created
using Brown algorithm and TDT5 corpora [11].

Category synonyms features. The last type of devi‑
sed features are category synonyms features. For each
possible category a separate �ile with her synonyms
was created. Synonymswere downloaded from an on‑
line dictionary of Polish synonyms4. Queries concer‑
ned the masculine forms of professions. From these
words feminine forms were created and added manu‑
ally. A feature takes the value 1 for a category when
any of the words surrounding a person’s occurrence
belonged to her/his synonym set.

The number of words taken into consideration
from left and right side of person’s occurrence was
determined separately for features of words co‑
occurringwith a category and category synonyms fea‑
tures. On the other hand the width of the context win‑
dow for context and synonym features was the same.

An example. Figure 3 presents an example sentence
with a person’s occurrence and our extracted features.
On the top of the illustration the original sentence in
Polish language and translated into English are pre‑
sented. The rectangles on the right side of �igure show
extracted features translated into English.

For the example presented in �ig. 3 the context fe‑
atures are the words surrounding the person’s occur‑
rence together with their parts of speech. In this case
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Fig. 3. Our features extracted from an example sentence with a person’s occurrence

the words ”Polish” (adjective) and ”team” (noun) are
included. For features ofwords co‑occurringwith a ca‑
tegory only the feature connected with sportsmen ca‑
tegory took the value 1 (sportsmen�1 in �igure 3) be‑
cause the biggest number of words surrounding the
considered person was found in a word set connected
with sportsmen. Some of the words creating a word
set for sportsmen are presented in �ig. 3 (these are
team, ball and goalkeeper). Synonym features consist
of identi�iers returned by Polish Wordnet for words
”Polish” and ”team”. Thus the words belonging to the
same synonym set were given common feature values.
All of the category synonyms features took the value
0 because in the surroundings of person’s occurrence
did not appear a synonym fromany category. The sam‑
ple words creating a synonyms set for the sportsmen
category were: athlete, runner or player.
2.5. Building a Classifier

Building and testing a classi�ier was based on a 2‑
fold cross‑validation in which every person’s occur‑
rence was used for building a model and testing
it. As quality measures of the whole classi�ication
task micro‑averaging and macro‑averaging techni‑
ques were adopted. Micro‑averaging is based on sum‑
ming the correct classi�ications of persons from each
category and gives us an idea about the overall perfor‑
mance. After computing a confusion table Ti for each
from k possible categories the followingmeasures are
calculated:

Micro ‑P =

∑k
i=1 TP Ti∑k

i=1(TP Ti
+ FP Ti

)
(1)

Micro ‑R =

∑k
i=1 TP Ti∑k

i=1(TP Ti + FN Ti)
(2)

Micro ‑F1 =
2Micro ‑P Micro ‑R
Micro ‑P +Micro ‑R (3)

A complementary technique to micro‑averaging is
macro‑averagingwhich calculates an average from the

results obtained for each category. In this case sin‑
gle classi�ications have smaller in�luence onmeasures
being calculated while precision and recall computed
for the whole categories have bigger importance. For
each category basing on her confusion table precision
(P), recall (R) and F1 score is computed. Subsequently
the following measures are calculated:

Macro ‑P =

∑k
i=1 P

k
(4)

Macro ‑R =

∑k
i=1 R

k
(5)

Macro ‑F1 =
2Macro ‑P Macro ‑R
Macro ‑P +Macro ‑R (6)

3. Results
3.1. Experiments With Different Persons Lists

In our method of creating a data set used in the
categorization procedure (Fig. 1) different persons’
listswere used. Beforemerging lists downloaded from
YAGOknowledgebasewith lists fromPolishWikipedia
certain tests were executed. Fig. 4 presents a compari‑
son of number of found persons in a set of documents
using different persons’ lists.

The merged lists in each category let us acquire
more unique persons than using both types of lists se‑
parately. A signi�icant part of found persons in YAGO
lists and merged lists were politicians.

Figure5presents a comparisonof numberof found
persons’ occurrences in a set of documents using dif‑
ferent persons’ lists. The number of persons’ occur‑
rences varies greatly for the studied lists and sim‑
ple growth trend is not visible like for found unique
persons. in �ig. 5 politicians were not mentioned be‑
cause the number of found persons’ occurrences from
this category is much bigger than in other categories.
For politicians the following numbers were achieved:
16,336 persons’ occurence (lists from YAGO), 4,627
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Fig. 4. The number of unique persons found in a set of documents using different persons’ lists

(lists from Wikipedia), 16,161 (merged lists). All per‑
sons and their occurrences in Figures 4 and 5 were
counted only if they were found exactly in one list.
After merging the lists from YAGO and Wikipedia the
number of persons in every list raised but in the same
overlapping of persons in categories increased. The ef‑
fect of this phenomenon is visible in �ig. 5 where in
some categories the number of persons’ occurrences
decreased after merging lists.
3.2. Categorization Results

Tests were carried out with different classi�iers.
A maximum Entropy classi�ier available in OpenN�P
Maxent library5 was used and 5 classi�iers fromWeka
machine learning software ([12]). These were Naive‑
Bayes, C4.5, SMO (sequential minimal optimization),
RandomTree and BayesNet. TheMaxent classi�ier was
used in order to have the same setup as in [5]. The �ive
algorithms from Weka library were chosen basing on
the achieved results gathered from initial tests.Most of
the applicable classi�iers inWeka library6 were exami‑
ned. Algorithmswith the top �ive resultswith using the
default parameters were selected. Experiments were
performed with all person’s representations presen‑
ted in section 2.3. Tests were conducted on our and
chosen solution from literature [5] with default para‑
meters of classi�iers. Table 2 presents results for diffe‑
rent settingswhereas table 3 shows the best outcomes
achieved according to tested method and representa‑
tion of a person.

In both tested solutions the best results were
achieved for the multi‑context document represen‑
tation. The highest values of measures for both im‑
plementations were about 5‑7% bigger than in the
testswith single‑context representation. Theworst re‑
sults were computed for the corpus multi‑context re‑
presentation. The best outcome for our method was
about 3% better than for the solution implemented
from the literature and it was attained with a Maxi‑
mum Entropy classi�ier. The differences in Micro‑F1
and Macro‑F1 for the single‑context and document
multi‑context representation were small for all used
classi�iers. �owever the spread of these measures for
corpus multi‑context representation was very large
which means that the classi�ication in the categories

was very unequal.
Table 4 shows the results in each category for

best classi�ication outcome (Micro‑F1=51.36%,
Macro‑F1=51.34%).

4. Discussion
Tests were carried out according to the devised

person’s representations described in section 2.3. Alt‑
hough all sentences of a given person (whether in a
document or a corpus) were taken into consideration
it did not ensure high categorization results. In the �i‑
nal stage of the study one hundred ofmisclassi�ication
cases were examined and 42% of them were subjecti‑
vely assessed by ourselves as not possible to classify
by a human. In the analyzed cases all sentences with a
given person in the document were took into account
in assigning a category (multi‑context document re‑
presentation). Further improvement of our categori‑
zation method seems viable with information about
the topic of the document. Additional features indica‑
ting a topic could be determined based on all senten‑
ces in a given text. Assuming that the content of a docu‑
ment is often related with profession of persons men‑
tioned in it, it can be employed to classify individuals
who are not surroundedwithwords that indicate their
profession.

5. Conclusion
�uring experiments we studied the ef�iciency of

categorization depending on the adopted representa‑
tion of person. The use of grouped persons’ occurren‑
ces brought different results. For a document multi‑
context representation a signi�icant growth of the cal‑
culated measures can be noticed in comparison with
a single‑context representation. On the other hand the
use of corpusmulti‑context representation did not im‑
prove the classi�ication measures.

Tests were conducted on our and a chosen so‑
lution from the literature with use of six classi�iers
(Maxent, NaiveBayes, C4.5, SMO, RandomTree i Bayes‑
Net). Better results were achieved using our categori‑
zationmethod in comparison with a solution from the
literature that was redesigned and adopted to the Po‑
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Fig. 4. The number of unique persons found in a set of documents using different persons’ lists

(lists from Wikipedia), 16,161 (merged lists). All per‑
sons and their occurrences in Figures 4 and 5 were
counted only if they were found exactly in one list.
After merging the lists from YAGO and Wikipedia the
number of persons in every list raised but in the same
overlapping of persons in categories increased. The ef‑
fect of this phenomenon is visible in �ig. 5 where in
some categories the number of persons’ occurrences
decreased after merging lists.
3.2. Categorization Results

Tests were carried out with different classi�iers.
A maximum Entropy classi�ier available in OpenN�P
Maxent library5 was used and 5 classi�iers fromWeka
machine learning software ([12]). These were Naive‑
Bayes, C4.5, SMO (sequential minimal optimization),
RandomTree and BayesNet. TheMaxent classi�ier was
used in order to have the same setup as in [5]. The �ive
algorithms from Weka library were chosen basing on
the achieved results gathered from initial tests.Most of
the applicable classi�iers inWeka library6 were exami‑
ned. Algorithmswith the top �ive resultswith using the
default parameters were selected. Experiments were
performed with all person’s representations presen‑
ted in section 2.3. Tests were conducted on our and
chosen solution from literature [5] with default para‑
meters of classi�iers. Table 2 presents results for diffe‑
rent settingswhereas table 3 shows the best outcomes
achieved according to tested method and representa‑
tion of a person.

In both tested solutions the best results were
achieved for the multi‑context document represen‑
tation. The highest values of measures for both im‑
plementations were about 5‑7% bigger than in the
testswith single‑context representation. Theworst re‑
sults were computed for the corpus multi‑context re‑
presentation. The best outcome for our method was
about 3% better than for the solution implemented
from the literature and it was attained with a Maxi‑
mum Entropy classi�ier. The differences in Micro‑F1
and Macro‑F1 for the single‑context and document
multi‑context representation were small for all used
classi�iers. �owever the spread of these measures for
corpus multi‑context representation was very large
which means that the classi�ication in the categories

was very unequal.
Table 4 shows the results in each category for

best classi�ication outcome (Micro‑F1=51.36%,
Macro‑F1=51.34%).

4. Discussion
Tests were carried out according to the devised

person’s representations described in section 2.3. Alt‑
hough all sentences of a given person (whether in a
document or a corpus) were taken into consideration
it did not ensure high categorization results. In the �i‑
nal stage of the study one hundred ofmisclassi�ication
cases were examined and 42% of them were subjecti‑
vely assessed by ourselves as not possible to classify
by a human. In the analyzed cases all sentences with a
given person in the document were took into account
in assigning a category (multi‑context document re‑
presentation). Further improvement of our categori‑
zation method seems viable with information about
the topic of the document. Additional features indica‑
ting a topic could be determined based on all senten‑
ces in a given text. Assuming that the content of a docu‑
ment is often related with profession of persons men‑
tioned in it, it can be employed to classify individuals
who are not surroundedwithwords that indicate their
profession.

5. Conclusion
�uring experiments we studied the ef�iciency of

categorization depending on the adopted representa‑
tion of person. The use of grouped persons’ occurren‑
ces brought different results. For a document multi‑
context representation a signi�icant growth of the cal‑
culated measures can be noticed in comparison with
a single‑context representation. On the other hand the
use of corpusmulti‑context representation did not im‑
prove the classi�ication measures.

Tests were conducted on our and a chosen so‑
lution from the literature with use of six classi�iers
(Maxent, NaiveBayes, C4.5, SMO, RandomTree i Bayes‑
Net). Better results were achieved using our categori‑
zationmethod in comparison with a solution from the
literature that was redesigned and adopted to the Po‑
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Fig. 5. The number of persons’ occurrences found in a set of documents using different persons’ lists

Tab. 2. Results achieved for different settings

Method Representation Classi�ier Micro‑F1 Macro‑F1
literature single‑context Maxent 42.39 42.88

NaiveBayes 36.95 34.84
C4.5 29.75 27.31
SMO 34.13 33.50

RandomTree 24.33 22.72
BayesNet 36.91 35.64

our single‑context Maxent 43.88 43.74
NaiveBayes 42.09 42.39

C4.5 41.00 40.35
SMO 43.36 42.61

RandomTree 34.22 32.77
BayesNet 39.65 41.31

literature multi‑context document Maxent 48.05 48.52
NaiveBayes 41.77 39.23

C4.5 36.86 33.54
SMO 31.19 28.56

RandomTree 21.28 20.07
BayesNet 39.94 37.86

our multi‑context document Maxent 51.36 51.34
NaiveBayes 45.64 43.04

C4.5 42.71 42.09
SMO 46.14 45.56

RandomTree 29.81 28.29
BayesNet 44.15 43.37

literature multi‑context corpus Maxent 18.77 31.41
NaiveBayes 48.33 34.07

C4.5 39.79 23.08
SMO 48.34 35.30

RandomTree 27.56 14.01
BayesNet 15.22 6.99

our multi‑context corpus Maxent 17.02 27.96
NaiveBayes 45.27 32.00

C4.5 47.64 34.91
SMO 29.34 30.25

RandomTree 15.25 17.24
BayesNet 48.13 36.30

lish language. The best outcomeswere attainedwith a
Maximum �ntropy classi�ier.

Notes
1http://nkjp.pl/
2http://findwise.com
3http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Stopwords
4Online dictionary of Polish synonyms, http://synonim.net
5OpenN�P Maxent classi�ier, http://maxent.sourceforge.
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Tab. 3. Best results achieved for different methods and representations of a person

Method Representation Classi�ier Micro‑F1 (%) Macro‑F1 (%)
our single‑context Maxent 43.88 43.74

literature single‑context Maxent 42.39 42.88
our multi‑context document Maxent 51.36 51.34

literature multi‑context document Maxent 48.05 48.52
our multi‑context corpus BayesNet 49.78 37.55

literature multi‑context corpus SMO 48.34 35.30

Tab. 4. Precision, recall and F1 measure for each
category in both iterations of 2‐fold cross‐validation

Category Precision Recall F1
clergymen 67.35 84.77 75.06
painters 70.27 32.1 44.07

musicians 41.67 36.23 38.76
journalists 53.17 51.69 52.42
sportsmen 50.24 36.3 42.15
politicians 37.7 42.6 40

lawyers 44.43 57.4 50.09
actors 41.87 37.05 39.31

doctors 77.57 48.82 59.93
poets 67.5 33.75 45

Category Precision Recall F1
clergymen 68.64 74.37 71.39
painters 93.33 17.5 29.47

musicians 61.07 38.65 47.34
journalists 66.22 68.04 67.12
sportsmen 68.09 54.79 60.72
politicians 43.79 64.2 52.07

lawyers 50.57 52.15 51.35
actors 62.03 53.07 57.2

doctors 59.87 52.22 55.79
poets 55.32 32.91 41.27

net/about.html
6Weka classi�iers, http://wiki.pentaho.com/display/

DATAMINING/Classifiers
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Tab. 3. Best results achieved for different methods and representations of a person

Method Representation Classi�ier Micro‑F1 (%) Macro‑F1 (%)
our single‑context Maxent 43.88 43.74

literature single‑context Maxent 42.39 42.88
our multi‑context document Maxent 51.36 51.34

literature multi‑context document Maxent 48.05 48.52
our multi‑context corpus BayesNet 49.78 37.55

literature multi‑context corpus SMO 48.34 35.30

Tab. 4. Precision, recall and F1 measure for each
category in both iterations of 2‐fold cross‐validation

Category Precision Recall F1
clergymen 67.35 84.77 75.06
painters 70.27 32.1 44.07

musicians 41.67 36.23 38.76
journalists 53.17 51.69 52.42
sportsmen 50.24 36.3 42.15
politicians 37.7 42.6 40

lawyers 44.43 57.4 50.09
actors 41.87 37.05 39.31

doctors 77.57 48.82 59.93
poets 67.5 33.75 45

Category Precision Recall F1
clergymen 68.64 74.37 71.39
painters 93.33 17.5 29.47

musicians 61.07 38.65 47.34
journalists 66.22 68.04 67.12
sportsmen 68.09 54.79 60.72
politicians 43.79 64.2 52.07

lawyers 50.57 52.15 51.35
actors 62.03 53.07 57.2
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